HALTI COLLECTION – NORDIC BY NATURE
We at Halti believe that the best outdoor apparel and equipment combine style, usability and functionality. With these three things
in mind, we have designed a collection that respects and is inspired by nature. Nordic aesthetics, clear design and durable highquality materials form the base for the Halti design.
Our brand exists to connect people with nature, and we put great focus on our corporate social responsibility. We take care of both
people and nature and we take responsibility for our social, environmental and financial footprint. We think ahead! *
Halti Collection highlights
Halti has a long tradition in alpine ski clothing and strong know-how in designing technical skiwear in cooperation with professional
alpine skiers and in partnership with FIS (International Ski Federation). The Skiwear line has now been modernized and expanded
and the traditional alpine skiing apparel has been complemented with All Mountain products that are suitable for off-piste slopes.

The Halti Legenda skiwear line is the culmination of many years of experience with ski teams and other ski professionals.
The Legenda jacket and pants have cutting edge details and clean design create long lasting products both design and technology
-wise for the demanding consumer.

Waterproof and breathable 4-way stretch outer material is Bionic-Finish Eco, featuring

fluorocarbon-free water repellent treatment. The front and back panel of the jacket have a special breathable construction system.
The material is certified bluesign® approved and Legenda products are therefore part of Halti’s Think Ahead category of sustainable
products. The Legenda line consists of Legenda M jacket and pants for men and Legenda W jacket and pants for ladies.

* Think Ahead covers the product range with most advanced ecological and sustainable features.
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All Mountain products are designed for active skier who value the outdoors
and seek peak moments on- and off piste, even in harsh conditions. Kiinto
jacket is a freeride inspired 3-layer shell skiing jacket with slightly longer regular
fit and unique wax-patterned material surface. Equipped with fixed helmet
compatible hood. Hossa pants match the jacket with relaxed fit and more
straight cut leg.

The Outdoor collection is based on Halti’s strong 40 years’ experience of
how to survive in extreme and varying conditions.
Our outdoor products are the
best examples of timeless and
durable design that has
everything necessary and
nothing unnecessary.
Kaakko jacket is made without compromises. The classic style made with
minimalistic design is equipped with all key technical features such as articulated
cut, extra long angled ventilation zips, detachable snowgaiter and extended back
panel. The style is our most versatile three-layer outdoor jacket for varying
conditions. The lightweight Kaakko jacket is part of Halti’s Think Ahead category
of sustainable products featuring fluorocarbon-free water repellent treatment.

Active Lifestyle brings nature closer to the city.
In this collection Halti’s strong outdoor knowhow and clear Nordic design are nicely
combined. The clothing, footwear and outdoor equipment are stylish in every
weather everywhere. Aalto W jacket is a nice soft style that is great for city use. The
jacket is made from ribstop material and the super light product belongs to the Halti
Airlite series.
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The products in the Multisport category have been developed for the needs
of people who engage in diverse outdoor activities. The multisport products
are suitable for cross-country skiing as well as for winter jogging, Nordic walking
and other active sports. Halti is the proud partner of the Canadian Biathlon team.
Halti’s hybrid multisport Olos product line is delivering thermal management
together with freedom of movement. Perfect combination of warm padded
panels together with technical Stormwall® softshell material creates an ideal mix
of warmth and technicality for warm-up and training with light speed and in cold
weather conditions. Olos M jacket is our next generation hybrid jacket that is
perfect for warming-up and training with light speed. Seasonal lightning pattern
at upper body adds on trend touch and 360-degree reflectivity provided visibility
even in very low light conditions.
Welcome to meet our team and see the new collection! You will find Halti at
Hall A2, stand 110.

For further information, please contact:
Sami Kiiski, CEO, sami.kiiski@halti.fi, +358 50 3890901
Heidi Henttu, Marketing and Communications Coordinator, heidi.henttu@halti.fi, +358 40 820 3956

Halti sales in Germany and Austria:
Agentur Dierker, Yannick Dierker, Hamburg – Speicherstadt, dierker@sport-modeagentur.de, +49 40-5282103
Handelsagentur Florian Jeblick, Eschborn, f.jeblick@googlemail.com, +49 176 84091428
Bavaria: Agentur Manfred Dehm, MOC, München, AgenturDehm@t-online.de, +49 171-3360856
AT: Sport Options APFLER GMBH, verkauf@sportoptions-apfler.at, +43(0)2632 736 13

Halti DataBank
You can find high-quality images at: www.halti.fi/databank
Register as a new user by clicking the ‘register’ link, and filling in the required information. As soon as we have accepted your
request for registration, you will be emailed a user ID and password.

Halti is a Nordic outdoor company from Finland. We create premium outdoor, ski, multisport and lifestyle apparel and hardware
with unmatched function, intelligence and nature inspired design to help you to find your own peak moment in the nature. We are
for curious, active and demanding outdoor enthusiasts who value high functionality, best technical materials, perfect fit and beautiful
minimalist Nordic design. Over the past 40 years our gear has been used in some of the most starkly beautiful and unforgiving
places on Earth. We are one of the few companies that has equipped expeditions to all of “The three Poles” – The North Pole, The
South Pole and Mount Everest. At Halti we’re continuing this heritage by inspiring all people to experience nature at its best.
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